TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF BACTERIOLOGY: A FRAGMENT OF MEDICAL RESEARCH ¹

IMMUNITY

Just a quarter of a century ago, that is in 1895, the announcement was made at the 67th meeting of the German Society of Naturalists and Physicians that diphtheria, one of the most severe and fatal diseases of mankind, had been conquered by means of an antitoxin. This great event is a landmark, not alone in the history of medicine, but also in the history of the world, and it provides a high peak of achievement from which the growth of bacteriology may be viewed. In order that we may follow the growth with understanding, it is necessary, at first, to cast a glance backward before we begin on the narrative, the aim of which is to bring us to the state of knowledge of bacteriology existing in our own day.

Since disease is so universal a phenomenon and communicability from individual to individual so obvious an incident of its epidemic prevalence, the conception of a contagium vivum or animatum and hence of an invisible form of life as the initiator of the condition, can be traced far back in the written records of human events. And yet it was not until about 1850 that a microscopic body, which we would now call a bacterium, was actually detected in the blood of a sick animal. The anthrax bacillus, as it has since been named, which is now recognized as the inciting microbe of splenic fever, was destined to play a leading part in the development of the future science of bacteriology, but at this early period its full meaning was not perceived. When, however, in 1863 Davaine succeeded in communicating splenic fever to a
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